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HEY

YOU

III!

Are you building a Radio
Receiver from a Kit-Set ?
You are ?
Well, how are you going with it ? Not
so good I Be wise, ring M M 1691 now
and ask for ............
Yes, YOU !!!

KEVIN

WHEELAHAN...............

THE RADIO EXPERT................
Eor anything to do with Radio ,
M M 1691 or write to :
91

FROM

-X- * * * * * -X- -Xr

ring

Monash St., Sunshine..................
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By Our Correspondents
SCIENCE FICTION PLUS has skipped its
July
issue, but the August issue appeared on scheduled
date, June 10th. Line up was "Spacebred Generat
ion" by Clifford Simak, which will probably be the
first of a series. Support was given by a feature,
"The End of The Moon" by Gustav Albrecht, with art
work by Paul. Paul has the cover spot,
.^together
most of the inside positions. Other stories
inc
lude "Hands Across Space" by Chad Oliver /'Ultimate
Life" by de Pina and Hasse, with the second
part
of "The Stolen Minute" by Devaux and Viol conclud
ing the fiction line-up.
Articles include a Gernsback editorial
on
Semantics. Chain Reaction, the readers section is
with us again. Book Review column features Bester’s
""The Demolished Man", and the issue is
concluded
by stills and a review of "The War of the Worlds",
The October issue of FANTASTIC will drop to
144 pages from 160, together with a new format and
logo.
Another new mag, DIMENSION has made its.app
earance, edited by Julius Saltman.
The October issue of DYNAMIC and the Novem
ber issue of FUTURE will feature Schomburg covers,
while SCIENCE FICTION QUARTERLY will have Coggins
in the honoured place. The August issue of
this
mag appeared with trimmed edges. Bob Lowdnes
is
making an attempt to improve the appearance of his
mags, as both S-F QUARTERLY and DYNAMIC will have
their titles reduced so as to give a better
pres
entation of the covers•
Two new mags, COSMOS and ORBIT SCIENCE FICT
ION made their appearance last month, but it's been
said they would have been better off unpublished.
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SCIENCE FICTION FANDOM IN MELBOURNE
****it»************->*#*#«-»^.)f*4(

X-**

By Marshall McLennan and
PHASE ONE
Bob Me Cubbin.
First. I must acknowledge the assistance ©.^n
in compiling this report by Marshall McLennan, and tQ
a lesser degrees, Warwick Hockley. The first phase is
entirely
to Marshall, corroboratory evidence being
supplied Uy Warwick. Marshall speaks
Early science
fiction real?y started for me when I chanced to buy
in 1928., a copy of AMAZING STORIES containing 'Syack'L
This was, for me, a milestone, as it has gained for me
over the years a rich experience of stories in
both
magazines and books. Best ef all, there has been that
warmer interest of friends both in person and by corr
espondence. I recall Walter Gillings of England , who
wrote to me up to the war. His "SCIENTIFIC!ION” , the
British Fantasy Review fan mag, later became "IbmarrtM”.
After subscribing to FANTASY MAGAZINE, SCIENTESNAPS and other magazines for some time, I wrote
to
ASTOUNDING in 1935. This brought many replies, and
a
few requests for information. I was able to
sujnly
FANTASY NEWS with half-page "fills” of Melbourne news’*
published on 4/12/36 and 26/2/39• I still
correspond
with Harry Warner Jnr. of SPACEWAYS. Sam Moskowitz had
me write a page and a half titled "Life of a Scienti —
fictionist from Down Under" for his fan mag NEW FANDOM
George Gatter, still corresponding, wrote a story foi”
Gernsback’s last WONDER STORIES, and has not yet been
paid for it J Clinton Cardwell — a very good letter-^
writer to this day - is a negro. Fans come’ in"
all
shapes, colours and sixes I To many overseas editors,
Melbourne was news, and fan mags poured in.
'

About this time, contact was made with other
fans in Melbourne, notably Warwick Hockley, Don Tuck &
E/ A. Taylor. Irregular meetings at home before
and
during the war years maintained the interest in science

fiction. Hockley and’Taylnr‘g)Troduced---their—"Me lb-----ourne Bulletin" in September 1940. It ran to seven
issues, giving news and views, tit bits and jott
ings. About the same time, Don Tuck produced "Pro
fan" which was really goo>d. Don and I had manygood
yarns at odd times.
There were times of dead calm in science
fiction, then Sydney fans would send letters
and
magazines. War work meant long hours of shift-work
but every time Don Tuck would hit Melbourne
from
Tasmania or Adelaide, I would get a cheery letter
arranging a meeting.’ I would reply "Come on over
between shifts and wake me up." On one occasion, a
bunch of fellows from Sydney made a rowdy entrance
talked vociferously for an hour, then raced off to
get the train back to Sydney.
My experience of stf has had some
high
lights, and mountain top experiences - the great
est being the formation of a Group in Melbourne.
Gone are the frantic searches for back numbers (Oh
yeah, say our completist collectors ’). Today
we
have slick tales that have made many friends - for
stf - and through stf - many friendships ”
Marshall McLennan
PHASE TWO.
On my return from overseas, I commenced to
buy such stf as was available in the
Melbourne
bookshops. The amount was strictly limited,and it’s
discovery involved much hunting. One day, while I
was browsing in McGills News Agency, I saw a young
chap (Race Mathews) looking at a copy of AMAZING •
Having read that issue, I said to him,"Are you in
terested in that sort of stuff "? When he blushingly admitted the fact, we exchanged names, then mo
ved on to Hanley’s, as Race had heard of a sale of
second-hand magazines. We purchased so many of the
stf magazines, that the proprietor, who had limited
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verts and extroverts we may be, but perverts never.

them to eight per person, nearly had a fit. This con
tact led to us exchanging visits to each other’s home
and cross-lending books. Casual contacts in • various
booksellers led to the addition of Dick Jenssen, Leo
Harding, Marshall McLennan and Gordon Kirby to
the
group.
For some time, this nucleus used the homes of
Race Mathews, Marshall McLennan and myself for month1 meetings and some further contacts were made, un
til the numbers rose to a dozen. Bill Veney came over
from Sydney,and met the. assembled fans at Race’s hone.
Bill suggested a tighter- organization. That night,the
Melbourne Science Fiction Group was born. Although it
was urged by Bill to form a iron-clad organization ,
with office-bearers, rules, records and annual subs ,
this was not the type of association desired by the
assembled fans, and Bill's high pressure salesmanship,
was unavailing. The Group was formed with five con—
venors, McCubbin, Mathews, Jenssen, McLennan and Kir
by, with McCubbin as prime mover. This was my , first
meeting with Mervyn Binns, who later, when weaned from
his spiritualistic interests, became a valued member
of the Group, due firstly to his professional gide of
bookselling, and later to his keen interest in AFPA •
The home-and-home meetings continued, but, after arr
angements had been made with McGills to insert adver
tising material in all stf material sold over
their
counter, the membership grew rapidly, and, after some
-search, a new venue was found, and the meetings were
held fortnightly.
On August 14th., 1952, we held our first mee
ting in Vai’s Coffee Lounge. Five turned up,
one table. By November, we had spread over the whole
west end of the Lounge, as many as twenty nine
fans
being present at one time. However, though sex can be
ignored when it raises its ugly head on a cover, the
odd characters frequenting Vai’s soon made it impera
tive that we move to a more healthy position. Intro-—',

Keith_McLelland located a room at the Odd
fellows Hall, 50 natrobe St., Melbourne, and late in
November, we moved in, In the new location, we had
the room to ourselves, ard could lay out sale
and
swap material in ciilferent sections. Dan
Bicknell
brought his movie p:?ojec-?vr ^Torg and entertained us
with trade and class room slims of ’r.verest on var
ious occasions, We obtained permission to keep the
library on the promises, and this soon became a fe
ature of the meetings. At various times,
visits from A. Bertram Chandler, Don Tuck, Douglas
Nicholson, Mike McGuiness, Bill Veney, & Rex Meyer.
May I extend a hearty welcome to all country,
in
terstate and overseas fans ?

In February, 1953, we decided to meet wee
kly, and have met every Thursday night since. Var-ious sub-groups have begun publishing fanmags , &
this will be dealt with in a later paragraph.
At
present, I am acting as Chairman to conduct a brief
formal session, delivering news of general interest^
introducing guests and new members, keeping an att
endance record, and collecting the cash to pay the
rent. We now have 58 names on the roll, all of them
resident in Melbourne, but the usual attendance is
about 15. Roughly 10 of these are regulars and are
serving the Group on the various committees.
The Library consists of novels pocket books
and
magazines, donated by Melbourne, country &
interstate fans, to whom we again give mafiy thanks.
Under the able control of Mervyn Binns, the Library
is going very smoothly. At the present time, allt£e
regular members have exhausted its possibilities
but new members find it of great interest.
A new
supply of material is due soon from Emgland.
The
Sydney Futurian SQciety also deserves our
thanks
for its assistance.

For many of the Group, the major

interest
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is publishing, Mervyn Binns, Dick Jenssen, Race Math
ews, Leo Harding and Ian Crozier formed Amateur Pan—
tasy Publications of Australia (hereinafter referred
to as APPA), and by pooling resources, purchased
a
duplicator and supplies. One of‘.APPA* s first good de
eds was to relieve me of my News-letter which, altho’
a labor of love, was becoming a temporal and financial
burden, It was completely remodelled,
reconstituted,
and published by Ian Crozier under the title of ETHER-1
LINE. It is now published fortnightly at 6d per copy.
It is a financially sound venture, containing news &
notes from local and global sources. Believe me, Ian
got quite a shock when my news-letter was dumped in
his lap, but, to date, the II issues have shown
an
increasing coverage and improvement in technique. Leo
Harding and Dick Jenssen are responsible for PERHAPS,
of which Nos. 1 & 2 have appeared. No. 1 appeared in
February, 1953, and was of 28 pages, mimeographed,and
with a Jenssen photo-lith cover. It showed ' distinct
evidences of its amateur origin, and was
c'riti’sizod
rather severely in certain quarters. No. 2 appeared
in May, 1953, and showed that many lessons had
been
learned. Spelling and stencil cutting were both much
better, the issue contained 48 pages, and was photolithoed on front and back covers. The contents
were
mainly science fiction. Meanwhile, Race Mathews
was
buqy with his brain-child, christened BACCHANALIA and
this was identical in format with PERHAPS , but was
devoted to fantasy. This ran to 30 unnumbered pages ,
mimeographed on yellow paper, and No. 1 appeared on
April 26th, 1953. No. 2 is due shortly. Both PERHAPS
and BACCHANALIA are bi-monthly. Appearing on alternate
months, they are intended to be complimentary.
Leo
Harding on dune 30th came to light with WASTEBASKET ,
The editorial slogan is "We .print what others
threw
away", and, in the first two issues, he has certainly
succeeded in living down to his slogan. Bruce
Heron
and Kevin Wheelahan are associate editors of the neW
publication, QUESTION MARK, which has just appeared .
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This will bring the total of APPA mags to 5. Since
the formation of the organization, Kevin Wheelahan
has become a full member, and Keith McLelland has
been made a honorary member. Whatever you send to
APPA, it will be published®
This account is fairly concise and compre-hensive, and, for the benefit of the.manwho will
be asked to write the next chapter, is complete to
July 31st, 1953.
Bob MeCubbin.

BOOK

NEWS...........................

Round

Up-—

The biggest news this issue was the arrival
of Van Vogt’s SIAN, which is published by Weidenfeld and Nicholson at 13/3 . At the same time, it
was announced that this company would issue all the
following books in the near future:
FOUNDATION by Isaac Asimov at 10/6s.
This is the first volume in Asimov's triology.
INVADERS OF EARTH, edited by
Groff
Conklin, a collection of 14 stories selected
by
the leading antholo’giser in the business,
priced
at 10/6 stg.
STRANGER FROM SPACE by Hazel Adair &
Ronald Marriot, priced at 10/6 stg. This book is
not known by the writer, but if it is up to
the
high standard set by the publishers, it should be
worth a place in your collection.

Also announced this week in London are the
following: STAR MAN’S SON 2250 AD. by Andre Norton
and published by Staples Press, priced at 9/6 stg.
Some time ago, I mentioned a collection of stories
due to be published by Cassel and Co. At last the
details have come to hand, and they are as follows;

ETHERLINE

GREAT STGR.i.ES 07
Lister,
are °?1 original;'"

4£/, stg
“ '8 heiie^« «»♦ «».. stales

Two books which may be of interest to Qnmo a-p
our readers were published also last month! Both a?e

Idea from^a dlstInhihod"acrPan°lhentist. 6ri®inal
ripq n/p?Jher?OOk in the illustrated Macdonald seSifed at 8/6
haS jUSt been issued.
Priced at 8/6 stg, the title is THE WORLD’S DESIRE .
n qTmD°?f; Nicholson’s story, FAR FROM THE
WARMThi
.
J-ll appear in the September issue of GALAXY
*s $ milestone m Aussie fan affairs, and
we
extend the best wishes to Doug for the future.
* The Heinz Risse novel, THE EARTHQUAKE
which
was mentioned in the last issue, has arrived here in
Melbourne, at most booksellers.

o -p ™ ^.°n1 the American front, there have been quite
a few books announced over the past few weeks.
To
W™ W De OaDII> and ^alLby Olaf Stapledon^and
®STBRS by W1i3on
^IZE “^»E p’B w TIME
llection edited by Donald Wollheim; the 1953 coHbv^lci^ YEAR'S BEST SCIENCE FICTION NOVELS, edited
HIE END OF TIME by Staplcdon
published by Finck and Wagnell; a new Fletcher Pratt
novel THE UNDYING HEE; the Rinehart edition o? a
semi-technical book, THE END OF THE WORLD by Hireen
Ma^tin^/^b
Plates; THE ROBOT AND MAN by
in n
eenberg, published by Gnome;five more titles
m the Winston Juvenile series, MYSTERY OF THE THIRD

ETHERLIl®
MINE by Lowndes, BATTLE ON MERCURY by Erik von Uiih
ROCKET TO LUNA by Richard Marston, VANDALS OF
THE
VOID by Jack Vance and THE MYSTERIOUS PLANET by K.
Wright.-All these are priced at 0 2.00 each.
The new Von Braun novel, MEN BETWEEN PLANETS
is to be published this month by Sidgewick & Jack—
son. Besides the two books mentioned last issue
,
TWENTY SECOND CENTURY and BEST SCIENCE FICTION, 3rd
scxies, Grayson co Grayson have announced the early
publication of Judith Merril’s anthology,
BEYOND
HUMAN KEN and Groff Conklin’s collection,
STRANGE
TRAVELS IN SCIENCE FICTION. It looks as if G & G are
coming good again after their slight lapse over the
past few months.
The Orwell anthology mentioned in an earlier
issue will be published shortly by Weidenfeld
and
Nicholson. Apparently there was a change of publi—
shers, as this book was due out early in the
year
from another well-known house.
'
IJC

BRITISH
MAGAZINE
NEWS
* ***** ************* ******

John Spencer & Co. go flash with their string
of mags, TALES OF TOMORROW, WONDERS OF THE SPACEWAYS
WORLDS OF FANTASY, and FUTURISTIC SCIENCE FICTION .
It appears as if they are making an attempt to int
erest the adult section of stf readers. Thicker japer
more material, and cover format similar to the curr
ent American mags will comprise future issue,
with
the same on their series of novels,
the first of
which has appeared here in Melbourne.
Nova Novel number 4 will be COSMIC ENGINEERS ,
Nova Publications announced recently. This will
be
in keeping with the high standard aimed for with the
previous selections.
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’’ABBOTT AND COSTELLO GO TO MARS”
*************************** *******; <
This picture, like all other picture, depends on
the p _sonal views and reactions of the viewer for its
appeal. If you are a perfectionist, liable to explode
at the script writer’s ignorance of efen
elementary
astrophysics, astronautics and atomics, don’t go to see
this movie. But if you can park your scientific know—<
ledge at home and go along expecting to see no
more
than two dills get mixed up with a rocket ship(?) and
a bevy of "Miss Universe” contestants, you’ll get
h
lot of laughs. The humor is laboured, of course,
and
the situations are patently contrived, but I, for one,
found a fair bit to laugh at (in both senses of
phrase). A notable exception to pseudo-scientific gad
gets that appear here and there through the picture is
the flying saucer of the Venusian (Venerian? Venereal^
space force. Jt looks as if it REALLY could fly !
To sum up: If your sense of humor is bigger than
your sense of scientific exactitude, you'll enjoy this
film.
Ted Butt.

Edward Hyam’s fantasy-, SYLVESTER is being filmed
by a British studio under the title of YOU KNOW
WHAT
SAILORS ARE. This amusing yarn is about a so - called
highly secret Radar device which consists of an ancient
pram and sundry junk mounted on a ship’s mast during a
’night out’. If they stick closely to the book, it will
make very good entertainment.
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We are starting this feature again, due to the
ever-changing stocks of the Melbourne booksellers .
Itwwill run every week, but we can . NOT - guarantee
that the book mentioned is still available. However
a letter to the editor will ensure that if the book:
is available, a copy will be obtained for you.
***************
Author
Title
Price
Carnell
No Place Like Earth (SF)
12/de Vaucoleurs
The Planet Mars (Fact)
18/Hickey
Introducing the Universe(F) 16/6
Wheatley
Star of Ill Omen (SF)
15/9
Virsoff
Our Neighbour Worlds (Fact) 42/del Rey
Marooned on Mars (SF)(j)
9/6
Ley & Bonostell
Conquest of Space (Fact)
42/Asimov
I, Robot
(SF)
10/9
Berry
Born in Captivity (SF)
10/9
Campbell
Beyond the Visible (SF)
10/9
Lewis
That Hideous Strength (Fan) 12/Stoker
Dracula
(Weird)
7/6
Lewis
Out of the Silent Planet (SF)1O Wyndham
Day of the Triffids (SF)
13/3
Cftllders
Riddle of the Sands (Fan)
10/6
Huxley
Brave New World (Fan)
12/9
Heinlein
The Puppet Masters (SF)
12/Marsh
Breakdown
(SF)
13/6
Heinlein
Man who Sold the Moon (SF)
12/Duns any
Str. Jour, of Col. Polders
11/Erskine
Venus the Lonely Goddess(Fan) 9/6
Yorke
Space Time Task Force (SF)
7/6
Cabell
Jurgens
(Fan)
10/6.
Cabell
Devil’s Own Dear Son (Fan)
9/6
.Orwell
1984
(SF)
16/Orwell
Animal Farm
(Fan)
7/6
Dine s an
Twilight on the Betzy (Fan) 13/6
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MELBOURNE SCIENCE EICTION GROUP
*********************** ***********
2 0/8/53

Again Bob McCubbin was in the chair, and ten
members were present. The main business of the evening
was a re-orginization of AFPA. Leo Harding, Merv.Binns,
Dick Jenasen, Kevin Wheelahan and Ian Crozier decided
to place all AFPA publications on a regular schedule,
to avoid overlapping of material and publication dates
There will be a full meeting of AFPA to arrange final
details.
Owing to City Council elections , the meeting
next week will be held at Bob McCuhbin's home.
Even
stf fans cannot compete with a milling mob of
voters
and scrutineers.
Two 1937 WEIRD TALES were sold in the meeting.
A bank account is being opened in the name of
the Group, to hold the small amounts that may
accrue
on meeting fees.

28/8/53.

Owing to the City Council elections, we were
debarred from our usual meeting place. Bob
staged the meeting at his home, and 10 members turned
up. Kevin Wheelahan, in the words of Stephen Leacock,
sprang onto his mount and dashed madly in all direct
ions. He was seen rotating rapidly on a couple of occaisons, and finally landed at about 9 pm.
Bert McMichael of Springvale Rd., Glen Waver
ley, came along with a suitcase full of U.S. mags, &
these sold like hot cakes. He seems to have a sure line
of supply, and looks like being cultivated by fans.
There was much discussion about AFPA, and it
is now finally organized.
ARMAK
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SCIENCE FICTION NEWS FROM

McGILLS,

After some delay, GALAXY BRE No. 5 (2/3) hu.s
arrived, featuring "The Defenders" by Philip K. Dick
and the 2nd. part of the serial, "Ring
Around The
Sun". ASTOUNDING BRE July (1/3) came in at the same
time containing the 2nd. part of "Null A-B-C" , by
H. Beam Piper and J. H. McGuire.
A. E. Van Vogt's classic, SLAN has arrived and
is selling for 13/3* Amongst some of the other books
we have in stock, and I believe we have the largest
stocks of science fiction and fantasy books in Aus
tralia, we have Heinlein's THE MAN WHO WOLD THE MOON
at 12/-, THE YEARS BEST STF NOVELS selected by the
Bleiler & Dikty duo, selling at 12/-, GALAXY READER
at 12/-, IT HAPPENED LIKE THIS by Philip Reynolds ,
at 12/'-, and John Russell Fearn's THE GOLDEN AMAZON
TRIUMPHS at 10/9.
There are still a few copies of the first Nova
Novel, STOWAWAY TO MARS left at 2/- each, and
the other two Nova magazines, NEW WORLDS 21 (2/-) &
SCIENCE FANTASY 5 (3/-). NEBULA 3 and THRILLING WON
DER STORIES (Summer edition) are also available.
A wide range of Pocket Books, including SCIONs
PANTHERS, PANs, CORGIs, MILESTONES, and SPENCERs a,re
all on sale, with new titles being added to weekly .

So if there is anything at all you want in the
science fiction or fantasy way. Books old or new, or
pocket books and magazines, write to me care of the
undermentioned address, and I will be only too happy
to help you.
Mervyn Binns.
McGills Agency, 183 Elizabeth St., MELBOURNE.
************************ *********************

